Abstract-This paper presents a computational framework for the development and integration of action and language capabilities through symbol grounding. Our approach is based around the fundamental technique of building lexicons of perceptual "simulators" which link noisy sensory experiences to internal symbolic representations. These sensory representations are paired with a basic model of association, allowing for the grounding of linguistic symbols directly in action knowledge -a grounding which is then exploited to bootstrap the development of more advanced capabilities. The performance of this computational framework is tested in the context of online tutoring scenarios using the iCub robotic platform. Such an experimental environment requires development of techniques and algorithms suited for incremental learning and real-time processing.
I. INTRODUCTION
The field of cognitive robotics takes the position that cognition -and therefore language -is a necessarily embodied phenomenon. Under this view, language is not an isolated capability, but rather is part of an integrated cognitive faculty, which itself is shaped by biological, developmental and social factors. These principles are applied when exploring the fundamental problems concerning language, such as the problem of symbol grounding -how linguistic symbols get their meaning [1] . Cognitive robotics focuses on models which ground linguistic symbols in the sensorimotor experiences of an artificial agent, such as the iCub humanoid robot used in our experiments [2] . One particular aspect of the symbol grounding problem is the interaction between language and action. Current research continues to focus on the issues of representating linguistic and motor knowledge, linking these representations, and exploring how each representation informs and shapes the other [3] . Many approaches to these problems seek to develop computational techniques in line with basic principles of cognitive development: online learning, real-time processing, and sensory integration.
Previous work has already proven successful in developing computational frameworks for action-language integration that address some of these basic challenges. Many experiments have explored using artificial neural networks to ground linguistic labels for action words in the internal controllers used to produce those actions [4] , [5] . Further experiments using these same types of models have demonstrated how this basic grounding mechanism can be exploited in order to bootstrap learning of more advanced compositional or hierarchical action-words through techniques like "grounding transfer" [6] , [7] . In many of these architectures language grounding has been based upon action representations that are tightly integrated with simplistic language representations, and have not generally not dealt with issues of continuous exapansion or adaptation that are fundamental to online learning experiments.
Another popular approach is based around the use of statistical models to develop symbolic representations of action, while maintaining a separate model for associating action categories and words. Recent techniques have been developed for incrementally building action representations through observation of unmarked action data [8] , [9] , [10] . These models are able to adapt and expand to novel or unexpected inputs over the course of the experiment using online learning algorithms. Online methods have also been applied to learn associations between linguistic symbols and action categories [11] . While the action-specific nature of these representations do not easily lend themselves to grounding transfer applications, their underlying techniques could be abstracted to develop a framework for building representations of compositionally and hierarchically organized behaviors, as well as representations of language based in actual speech.
The goal of this work is to explore the application of statistical-model-based representations of action and language in the context of learning experiments similar to those presented in [6] . We achieve this through the development of a general representational model and learning techniques. Keeping in line with basic principles of cognitive development, algorithms should be capable of real-time, online learning and adaptation, and should be robust enough to handle the noisy sensory inputs of a real-world experimental environment. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the experimental scenario will be outlined and the proposed computational framework given. Section III presents the results of our experiments and discusses the their significance. Section IV concludes with comparisons to important related work, and makes note of areas of possible future improvement.
II. COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
To begin, we first identify the goals of the model in terms of a simple 3-stage tutoring scenario, using [6] as a basic template. In the first stage, the tutor teaches the robot sets of basic actions and words. During the second stage, the robot 
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makes action-word associations as the tutor provides speech labels for action demonstrations. The final stage consists of the tutor verbally describing a set of compositional actions in terms of their component actions. To be considered successful, our model should be able to learn the sets of actions and words, the associations between these two, and a set of complex actions and their names through verbal instruction only.
Drawing inspiration from the concepts of perceptual symbols and simulators [12] , our overall approach to achieving these goals is the development of a two-level perceptualconceptual model structure, depicted in Figure 1 . Perceptual symbols indexing the various perceptual categories present in a given modality are linked to internal conceptual symbols within an associative memory. Perceptual simulators are generative models which represent perceptual categories and provide the link between the internal symbolic world and the noisy world of sensory experiences. To meet our experimental goals, we develop a set of techniques for constructing lexicons of perceptual simulators, based on the online sequence clustering methods explored in [8] , [10] .
A. Acquisition of Perceptual Lexicons
The first task is constructing a perceptual lexicon. Elements in the lexicon (perceptual simulators) may model items such as words (speech), actions (proprioception), visual objects/events, or any salient categories within a sensory stream. We have chosen to use the hidden Markov model (HMM) as the basis of our perceptual simulators, as it has seen wide application to both the modeling of speech and action. The algorithm for constructing the lexicon and learning the parameters of its individual models is based on the idea of treating a given sensory stream as a chain of perceptual events generated by a statistical model from that modality's lexicon.
Formally, we consider a lexicon to be a set of HMMs K = {φ 1 , . . . φ k , . . . φ K }, each with order r k , which learn the structure of a given sensory modality. We assume that a sensory stream A(t) can be segmented into sub-sequences A i (t) that have been produced by a single model of the lexicon. In a real-world setting, A i (t) will be a finite length sequence
. The elements of A i (t) may be either d-dimensional real-valued vectors, or discrete valued symbols, drawn from a dictionary of size d. Categorization involves finding the model which best fits the sequence:
(1)
In a learning scenario such as ours, however, we do not know what these categories are, or even how many categories exist. The categories and their models must be learned as the robot experiences the world, and must be continually adjusted with each new experience.
end for
Increment K by 1; Create new model φ K 9:
Update µ(φk) and σ(φk) using L k
15:
end if 16: end while
To do this we propose the following general lexicon learning algorithm, outlined in Algorithm 1, which is based on a common competitive-learning principle. In words, the algorithm attempts to classify a new sequence A i (t) as one of current elements in the lexicon. If an existing model is determined to be close enough to the newly presented sequence, it is adjusted using the new data, while all other models remain unchanged. If no element satisfactorily "fits" the sequence, a new model is created and it is trained using the sequence. Training is the task of finding the parameters of a model that maximize the likelihood of the given data:
While expectation-maximization [13] (EM) is the most popular HMM training method for (2) , it requires all training samples to be processed simultaneously and is therefore not an ideal algorithm to use for online model adaptations. One alternative is to use the HMM's generative capabilities to balance old and new training data, while still applying EM [14] . Another popular class of approaches for online learning are stochastic gradient-based techniques [15] .
However, before these methods can even be applied, we must first decide whether a given sequence belongs to an existing or previously unknown category. This detection of novelty is made by applying a heuristic similar to the one presented in [16] . During classification, the log-likelihood valueL k = log [P (A i (t)|φ k )] is calculated for each model. After calculating a length-normalized version of the log-
This mapping is intended to account for variations in the goodness-of-fit achievable for an arbitrary class, and is given by:
The parameters of the normal probability density function
are estimated for each lexical element based on the values of L k calculated for previous training samples. After this mapping is applied, a threshold θ 0 is used to determine whether the lexical element "fits" the data.
B. Grounding of Conceptual Symbols via Perceptual Simulators
The result of (1) is the transformation of a set of noisy sensory sequences, A i (t), into a set of perceptual symbols, a i ∈ {1, 2, . . . K}. To learn the association between actions and words, we employ a latent variable model, where each perceptual symbol observation a i is a sensory manifestation of an unobservable "concept". Each concept generates such symbols -potentially across many modalities -according to some probability mass function (PMF). The model parameters are the collection of these PMFs, expressed as a set of matrices, O, with each matrix in the set representing a different modality:
The underlying conceptual state for ith observation, c i , is an element of the set C = {1, . . . m, . . . M }. The goal of grounding language is to find the set of concepts, such that concepts which are likely to generate certain perceptual effects in a proprioceptive modality are also likely to generate the corresponding linguistic label in the speech modality. The model learns these associations without supervision or prior information, by observing pairs of cross-modal perceptual symbols, heuristically estimated to be conceptually linked. In our implementation, temporal cross-modal synchrony determines whether two symbols are linked. A measure of cross-modal synchrony between a pair of segments A i (t) and B j (t) is determined by dividing the duration of temporal overlap (referenced to a common clock) between the two segments by the duration of the shorter segment. If this synchrony measure exceeds a set threshold, the corresponding symbol pair {a i , b j } is provided as a training sample to the associative memory model. The set of model parameters ψ = {O a , O b } is estimated by maximizing the likelihood function for the set of N such: 
Online algorithms for the parameter estimation problem in (5) have been successfully developed and applied to similar language-grounding experiments [17] , [11] . After sufficient training, the hidden "concept" state can be estimated from an unpaired uni-modal input using:
C. Acquisition of Hierarchical Actions
After the initial phase of basic action-language learning, we would like the robot to be able to exploit this basic grounding to learn a compositional action. In practical terms, this would consist of a verbal instruction from the tutor of the form "wave [is] raise, left, right, left, right, lower", where "raise", "lower", "left", and "right" are all previously grounded basic actionwords. However, before we can associate "wave" with this sequence, we must first produce a symbolic representation for it. Fortunately the same representational structure outlined above can be applied here as well, simply by adding another perceptual lexicon that takes estimated concept sequences from the associative memory model using (6) . The output of the compositional lexicon can then be fed back into the associative memory as another perceptual variable, and used to ground the new label ("wave" in this case). A block diagram of the complete action-word learning architecture is shown in Figure  2 .
III. EXPERIMENTS IN ACTION-WORD LEARNING
As noted in the introduction, the target testbed for the presented framework is an online tutoring scenario between a human instructor and a real-world robot pupil. The goal of the experiments was to successfully complete the outlined tasks in an environment which makes the similar demands of robustness to noise and real-time computational performance that are made on humans. The following experiments were performed using the iCub humanoid robot [2] and a standard desktop PC for computation.
A. Experiment I: Incremental Acquisition of Perceptual Lexicons
The first goal was that of action and word lexicon acquisition. The lexicon learning algorithm presented above was evaluated on its ability to correctly categorize the various sensorimotor patterns presented to it -a task which includes determining not only category membership, but also the number of categories present. Here we tested the performance of the algorithm for modeling speech and motor modalities.
1) Word Lexicon Acquisition: Word acquisition performance was tested by presenting the lexicon learning algorithm with a semi-continuous stream of speech from a male speaker. The speech sample consisted of 13 English action words, each spoken 10 times in random order. A brief pause was taken between the pronunciation of each word for ease of segmentation. The audio stream was first transformed into a sequence of vectors of 13 Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) [18] , with each vector corresponding to roughly a τ w = 25ms window. The signal energy calculated over each window was low-pass filtered (f c = 1/(5τ w )) and thresholded to separate speech segments. The sequence was then passed to a phonetic classifier consisting of a 10th-order HMM with multivariate Gaussian output distributions. The classifier was trained without supervision on a separate two-minute speech sample from the same speaker, using the k-means and EM algorithms.
Discrete-observation sequences corrsponding to internal state estimates of the phonetic classifier over each segment were produced using standard dynamic-programming methods, and presented to the speech lexicon. Initial training for newly created elements was done using the EM algorithm, with subsequent adaptations made using a stochastic gradientdescent algorithm [15] . Individual HMMs were of fixed size r = 7, with left-to-right topology. The novelty detection threshold θ 0 was set to 0.01 for this and all subsequent lexicon learning experiments. For the speech sample described above, the lexicon learner correctly estimated the size of the lexicon and produced a "ground-truth" confusion rate of 6.15%. Figure  3a presents a confusion matrix, which displays the number of times each utterance of a word was classified as a particular lexical element.
2) Action Lexicon Acquisition: The lexicon of primitive actions to be learned by the robot consisted of six basic motions: moving the hand left, right, up and down, as well as raising and lowering the hand to and from a position above its shoulder. These six actions were each presented 40 times in random order, via direct manual manipulation of the robot's right arm by the human tutor. Pauses were again taken between each demonstration to aid in segmentation. Cartesian position and velocity measurements (sampled at 50Hz) for the end-effector were the sensory-level features presented to the algorithm. The L 2 magnitude of the end-effector velocity was low-pass filtered (f cutof f = f samp /5) and thresholded to segment the action sequences. Each sequence was preprocessed by subtracting the initial position from each vector in the sequence, resulting in actions that were expressed relative to current hand position.
Training of a new model for a novel sequence was performed by first initializing output means and covariances with the k-means algorithm, followed by application of the EM algorithm. Model adjustments were made using a modification of the generative technique presented in [14] . All models were of order r = 4. The resulting confusion matrix for the experiment is given in Figure 3b . While there was no confusion between lexical elements, the algorithm created 8 models to represent the 6 intended action categories demonstrated by the tutor. The multiple categories captured the different stylistic variations of a basic action. The consequences and significance of this particular result become clearer when integrated into the following language grounding scenarios.
B. Experiment II: Online Learning of Action-word Associations and Compositional Actions
In the next experiment, these uni-modal perceptual representations were integrated via an associative memory to produce a simple, grounded linguistic faculty. We then sought to exploit this grounding by using the previously developed perceptual lexicon learning techniques in order to expand the range of learnable behaviors to compositionally and hierarchically organized actions. This two-stage experimental procedure consisted of an initial basic action-word tutoring phase, which then bootstrapped a second complex action-word learning phase.
1) Stage 1: Basic Action-word Tutoring: During the first stage the tutor manually demonstrated an action on the robot while simultaneously speaking the word describing the action. 100 such training samples for the 6 basic actions were randomly presented by the tutor in semi-continuous action and speech streams as before. The associative memory model parameters were incrementally updated using the same online training method of [17] . The number of columns for each modality's observation matrix within the associative memory model was dynamically expanded to match the current size of the corresponding lexicon, while the number of rows was fixed to M = 6 for this first stage.
2) Stage 2: Complex Action-word Learning via Initial Grounding: After the initial basic action-words demonstrations, the tutor was given the option of presenting the robot with verbal instructions in the form of fixed-script sentences describing a new, multi-step action sequence in terms of the basic component actions learned previously. These sentences consisted of the name for the new action followed by the sequence of component action names. The speech segment for this sentence was decoded using dynamic programming on an extended word lattice constructed from end-to-end concatenations of the individual lexicon HMMs [19] . The last N − 1 symbols of the length-N decoded word-symbol sequence were converted to an estimated concept sequence [ĉ i+1 , . . .ĉ i+N −1 ] using (6) and provided to a new, discrete-observation lexicon learner. The resulting lexicon classification symbol s was paired with the first word to produce the training sample {a i , ∅, s}, with the symbol ∅ representing a "non-observation" placeholder symbol used for the inactive modality. Individual HMMs in this lexicon were created with a number of internal states equal to the length of the training sequence, up to a maximum of r = 4, and their parameters were trained using the EM algorithm.
In this second stage, both basic action-word demonstrations and sentence descriptions of the 5 multi-step action words given in Table I were presented. Sentences describing the first 4 complex actions in Table I in terms of the 6 initial basic actions, were presented in random order, 20 times each. After this, the final action was introduced and described 20 times. This fifth action, expressed in terms of two complex action-words itself, was chosen to demonstrate how new levels of scaffolding can be seamlessly constructed by the model. As soon as a sufficient number training samples for reliable estimation of the internal conceptual state have been given, any learned action-word grounding can be leveraged for multi-step action representation. However, this requires the development of a heuristic for handling the necessary dynamic exapansion of the concept model's state space as new words are added. "raise, down, up, lower" "shake" "up, right, left, right, left, down" "brush" "right, left, right, left" "greet" "wave, shake"
In this experiment, our heuristic was simply to match the concept model order to that of the dynamically expanding word lexicon. As in the initial stage, the associative memory model updated its parameters incrementally whenever a training sample was received. For the second stage, the internal state space was expanded to 11. The final estimates of the three observation matrices are shown in Figure 4 . From this we can see how the latent variable structure captures action-word associations. Internal states having a high probability mass for a given action category were also likely to produce a word observation symbol corresponding to that action's linguistic label. Additionally, we see that even when the perceptual lexicons discovered a larger number of perceptual categories for a given modality than expected (as seen in the action lexicon learning experiment), they may still be mapped onto the same conceptual category when integrated with linguistic information, as was done here.
IV. DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
The results of these experiments not only demonstrate the ability of the computational framework developed in this paper to satisfy the goals of the proposed action-word learning experiment, but also highlight the advantages afforded by the particular models and algorithms used. Issues of scalability and complexity often present in neural-network approaches [6] , are mitigated through use of a separate concept-model that is robust to many of the structural aspects of a perceptual model that is capable of expansion and adaptation to novel or noisy inputs -as demonstrated in Experiment II. By generalizing a basic online sequence clustering approach developed for actions [8] , [10] , we produced a framework capable of incrementally learning a word representation based in actual speech -an aspect of sensory grounding for linguistic symbols not explored in [6] , [7] .
We were also able to extend the results of previous experiments employing statistical models of language grounding to translate sentences to sequences of primitive actions [11] , by applying our generalized lexicon learning algorithm to build a representation of complex actions from these sentences. This enabled us to transfer meaning from basic action-word groundings to new linguistic symbols describing compositionally or hierarchically organized actions. Additionally, the use of estimated concept symbols as the basis for this higherorder representation allowed the model to preserve knowledge of hierarchical organization of complex actions. Architectures like those in [7] have typically grounded complex actions directly in the primitive action set, and thus are unable to capture such organizational structure. Many of the constraining assumptions and heuristics required by this framework are specific examples of more general open problems faced by similar kinds of experiments. We believe that future work seeking to address these challenges will serve to further demonstrate the advantages of applying our framework to model the sensorimotor grounding of language. Linguistic representations rooted in actual speech allow us to exploit sensory integration using basic Bayesian techniques to correct word comprehension errors, in a way that resembles hypothesized action-compatibility effects [20] . The application of a uniform set of models and algorithms for building perceptual lexicons affords us the possibility to adapt proven automatic segmentation techniques [8] , allowing for the relaxation of constraints placed on experimental scenarios.
In conclusion, this paper has presented a simple computational framework for the learning and grounding of actionwords in terms of sensorimotor experience, and demonstrated its capabilities in the context of an online human-robot tutoring scenario. We showed that the model was not only able to incrementally build speech and motor representations and integrate them to produce a basic grounded linguistic faculty, but also could exploit this multi-modal interaction to construct more complex representations of compositionally and hierarchically organized behaviors. In doing so, we extended the range of capabilities for statistical model-based approaches to actionlanguage integration, while addressing many of the challenges faced by alternate approaches.
